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Instruction
______________________________________________________________________

West Way Community Concern requested that we prepare a report on the Botley Centre

Draft SPD prepared by BDP consultants on behalf of the Vale of White Horse District

Council. The Draft SPD sets out a vision and proposed guidelines for the

redevelopment of Botley Centre which includes Elms Parade, West Way Shopping

Centre, the Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, Botley Baptist Church, Vale House and

Field House care home, community facilities, and public car parks.

This report has been prepared by Mike Gilbert who is a member of the Royal Town

Planning Institute with over 30 years of professional planning experience working in

Oxfordshire.
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Planning policy issues
______________________________________________________________________

1. The purpose of a supplementary planning document (SPD) prepared by a local

planning authority is to provide greater detail on the policies in its development plan

(i.e. the Local Plan).  SPDs should not be prepared with the aim of avoiding the need

for the examination of policy which should be examined.  That was the advice in the

now cancelled Planning Policy Statement 12, Creating strong safe and prosperous

communities through Local Spatial Planning. Although that advice is now cancelled,

it ties in with the current definition of "supplementary planning documents" given in

the glossary of the National Planning Policy Framework:

"Documents which add further detail to the policies in the Local Plan. They can be

used to provide further guidance for development on specific sites, or on particular

issues, such as design. Supplementary planning documents are capable of being

a material consideration in planning decisions but are not part of the development

plan."

2. The NPPF defines a "Local Plan" as "the development plan documents adopted

under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004".

3. The Botley Centre Draft SPD, therefore, cannot be a freestanding policy document.

It must add further detail to the policies in the adopted Local Plan.  To do otherwise

(e.g. to prepare the SPD to supplement the policies in the emerging Local Plan)

could be seen as avoiding the need to properly examine the policy for the

redevelopment of Botley Centre (i.e. Core Policy 11 of the Submission Local Plan

2031 Part 1). To comply with this requirement, paragraph 1.3.1 of the Draft SPD

says that it "has been prepared in accordance with policy objectives set out in the

NPPF and the Vale’s Local Plan 2011 (July, 2006) (Saved Policies)".

4. However, in my opinion, the Draft SPD has clearly been prepared in accordance with

Core Policy 11 of the Submission Local Plan. This is evidenced by the similarity of

the site areas in both documents and the proposals for "a comprehensive retail-led
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redevelopment" (Core Policy 11) and "a comprehensive mixed use development"

(Draft SPD) of the whole area.

5. By contrast, the adopted Local Plan includes no proposal for the "comprehensive

redevelopment" of Botley Centre. Saved Policies S1 and S12 enable new retail

development within the area defined on the Proposals Map (which is a much smaller

area than that covered by the Draft SPD), and require proposals to respect the scale

and character of the existing centre.

6. To suggest that the Draft SPD has been prepared in accordance with the adopted

Local Plan, therefore, is disingenuous.  It seems obvious that it has been prepared in

accordance with the Submission Local Plan, which is contrary to Government

guidance and may also be unlawful.

7. Paragraph 1.3.3 of the Draft SPD says:

"Following adoption of the emerging Local Plan, the Vale has committed to review

the SPD and update where necessary to ensure consistency with the more recent

Local Plan policies."

This suggests that the SPD will be adopted in advance of the emerging Local Plan,

(as it is claimed to comply with the adopted Local Plan).  The opportunity may well

arise, therefore, for the developers to submit a fresh planning application for the

comprehensive redevelopment of Botley Centre in accordance with an adopted SPD

before Core Policy 11 has been properly examined.

8. It would be helpful to obtain advice on the legality of the SPD process the Council is

undertaking, particularly in relation to the Town and Country Planning (Local

Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
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Botley Centre Draft SPD
______________________________________________________________________

9. Three issues on the substance of the Draft SPD need to be highlighted:

 The development guidance does not follow the vision.

 Important development principles are not clearly set out.

 The nature and scale of the proposed uses do not reflect the function of

Botley Centre.

The development guidance does not follow the vision

10.The vision is set out in section 3.1 of the Draft SPD - i.e. to "create a thriving and

welcoming centre, which is recognisably 'Botley', and responds to the existing local

character and surrounding scale....provide a heart for the existing and future

community, which includes human scale buildings and spaces that are distinctive,

flexible and sustainable...."

11.The development guidance in the Draft SPD, however, does not follow this vision.

For example, the encouragement given to the possible demolition of Elms Parade in

paragraphs 4.4.8, 4.5.3 and 4.5.7 does not reflect the vision to create a centre "which

is recognisably 'Botley'", particularly as the Draft SPD repeatedly affirms that Elms

Parade plays a role in defining the character and identity of Botley.

12. In addition, paragraph 4.3.5 says that "public open spaces should be proportioned to

be human in scale....".  The vision requires the buildings to be human in scale. And

paragraph 4.5.5 says that development should "ensure a varied and visually

interesting roofscape".  What about the streetscape? The vision requires the

development to respond "to the existing local character and surrounding scale",

which relates more to the streetscape than the roofscape.

13.The Draft SPD should provide clearer guidance on how the development of Botley

Centre will result in the realisation of the vision. Unfortunately, the development

principles necessary to ensure that this is achieved are not clearly set out.
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Important development principles are not clearly set out

14.To be effective, the SPD should clearly set out what are considered to be the

important development principles.  These should flow from the vision. For example,

the Draft SPD repeatedly affirms that Elms Parade plays a role in defining the

character and identity of Botley.  To meet the aspirations of the vision, therefore, the

Draft SPD should require that Elms Parade is retained.

15.Proper guidance needs to be given on the height and massing of new buildings to

ensure the development "responds to the existing local character and surrounding

scale [and] includes human scale buildings". The Draft SPD is far too vague on this

vital issue.  In addition, if the existing mature trees on the north-east corner of the site

are considered important as they "contribute to the attractiveness of the site"

(paragraph 2.3.2), the Draft SPD should require their retention.

16.Paragraph 4.4.1 says that development should "respond" to the existing scale and

massing of the site and surrounding area.  And Objective 4 in section 3.2 says that

development should "relate to" the scale and massing of the area. However, firmer

guidance needs to be provided to ensure the development respects the existing

scale and massing of buildings in the local area. That ties in with Objective 2 in

section 3.2.  However, Objective 2 and section 2.2, "Existing Baseline", need to be

more precise about what the "existing character of Botley" actually is (i.e. low-rise

and suburban) and the words "where possible" when referring to the need to better

integrate buildings which contribute to the area's character need to be omitted.

Again, this is vague language which does not provide the required clear guidance.

The nature and scale of the proposed uses do not reflect the function of Botley
Centre

17.Botley Centre is a "local shopping centre" according to saved Policies S1 and S12 of

the adopted Local Plan, and a "local service centre" according to both Core Policy 11

of the emerging Local Plan and paragraph 2.1.5 of the Draft SPD. It is, therefore,

lower in the hierarchy of service centres than Oxford or Abingdon and should not try
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to compete with those higher order centres in terms of the nature and scale of retail

and other commercial offers. This point is recognised in paragraph 2.1.5 of the Draft

SPD which says:

"....it is important that a careful balance is struck between the provision of improved

and expanded retail and leisure uses and Botley’s role as a Local Service Centre."

18.However, there is no indication in the Draft SPD that the size of any new

supermarket / superstore or cinema needs be limited to ensure the function of Botley

Centre as a "local service centre" is not compromised. This is a major omission.

Conclusion
______________________________________________________________________

19.The process the Vale has undertaken in preparing the Botley Centre Draft SPD

needs to be questioned - certainly as a matter of policy and maybe as a matter of

law.  It is not appropriate that the Draft SPD has been prepared to supplement the

policy of an emerging Local Plan when that policy and Local Plan have not yet been

properly examined.

20.There are also important questions about the substance of the Draft SPD. The

development guidance does not follow the vision, important development principles

are not clearly set out, and the nature and scale of the proposed uses do not reflect

the function of  Botley Centre as a local service centre.

23 September 2015


